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Overview

- draft-ietf-mile-template consolidated after Taipei
  - draft-trammell-mile-template: Informational template
  - draft-trammell-iodef-xmlreg: Standards Track registry change

- Per AD guidance: no intended status fits these two aims (BCP doesn’t fit), so we should split the drafts apart again.

- Procedure:
  - Ask for new WGLC for Informational draft-ietf-mile-template-03, without XML registry language
  - Ask for WG adoption of draft-trammell-mile-iodef-xmlreg-01
"Changes to the XML Schema registry for schema names beginning with "urn:ietf:params:xml:schema:iodef" are subject to an additional IODEF Expert Review [RFC5226]. The IODEF expert(s) for these reviews will be designated by the IETF Security Area Directors."

Minus boilerplate, *that’s the whole document*.

Intended to require review of IODEF extensions for compliance with 5070 and other MILE WG work.

Submitted today for consideration as WG item
- Text already adopted as WG item and through WGLC as part of -mile-template